
CLAIMS

What is Claimed is:

1 . ANnethod for producing a recombinant adenovirus comprising a gene of interest,

said methodVrt producing replication competent adenovirus having a functional El region,

said method comprising:

providing^ cell, said cell harboring a first nucleic acid comprising adenoviral

nucleic acid;

transferring recombinant nucleic acid into said cell, said recombinant nucleic acid

10 comprising:

a second ifud&e acid containing adenoviral nucleic acid including at least

one encap^idatfink sigR^<-ftnd-at least one functional Inverted Terminal

Repeat, said recombinant nucleic acid lacking overlapping sequences with

the cellular nucleic acKj havipg^a functional El region;

15 culturing said cell; and

harvesting the recombinant adenovirus produced from said cell.

20

2. The method according to claim Wherein said recombinant nucleic acid is

in linear form and comprises functional Inverted Terminal Repeats at or near both termini.

3. The method according to claim 1 wherem said cell is a primary cell.

The method of claim 1 wherein said recombinant nucleic acid is DNA.
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A method of producing, in a producer cell, recombinant adenovirus

comprising gene of interest, said method comprising:

culturing, in avsuitable medium, a producer cell comprising one or more recombinant

nucleic acid molecules having no overlapping sequences with respect to one

5 another, whel^in said producer cell expresses at least adenoviral E1A region gene

products; and

harvesting recombinant atenovirus produced from said cell.

6. A method^cording to claim 5 wherein one or more of said recombinant

10 nucleic acid molecule/ of sW produce^ cell further has a mutated E2A region of an

adenovirus of the famuy^defiovirw

7. A method of producing ^recombinant adenovirus comprising a gene of

interest, said method comprising:

15 culturing a producer cell in a suitablejaediuihyand harvesting said adenovirus therefrom,

wherein said producer cell comprises:

one or more recombinant nucleic acid molecules having no overlapping sequences

with respect to one another, and wherein said producer cell contains a gene

encoding for adenoviral El and E2A region gene products; and

20 harvesting recombinant adenovirus produced from said producer cell.

8 . A method according to claim 7 wherein the gene encoding for the adenoviral

E2A region gene products is under the control of an inducible promoter.

25 9. A method according to claim 7 wherein the gene enpoding for the E2A

region gene products is mutated so that at least one of its products is temperature sensitive.
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10\ A method according to claim 8 wherein the gene encoding for the E2A

region gene products is mutated so that at least one of its products is temperature sensitive.

1 1 . The method according to claim 8 wherein said producer cell is of monkey

ongm.

12. The method Recording to claim 1 1 wherein said producer cell is of monkey

origin.

13. A n/ethod atoordinft to>claim 7 wherein one or more of said recombinant

nucleic acid molecules of said pj^Tcer cell furtfipr has a mutated E2A region of an

adenovirus of the family Adendviridae\

14. A method of producirig^a recombinant adenovirus comprising a gene of

interest, said method compris'ffig:

culturing a producer cell in a suitable medium, ^aid producer cell comprising:

one or more recombinant nucleic acid molecules having no overlapping sequences

with respect to one another, said producer cell further expressing adenoviral

El and E2A region gene products, wherein said E2A region is mutated so

that at least one of its products is temperatyre sensitive; and

harvesting said recombinant adenovirus from said cell.

\
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15. A method of producing a recombinant adenovirus comprising a gene of

interest, saiaNnethod comprising:

culturing a producer cell in a suitable medium, said producer cell comprising:

one or more recombinant nucleic acid molecules having no overlapping sequences

5 with resptfrt to one another, and DNA sequences encoding the adenoviral

E1A and EllWegion gene products; and

harvesting recombinant adenovfelsl^om^aid cell.

16. The method aec^ingNo^eialm^ wherein said recombinant nucleic acid

10 molecule further comprises DN)^. sequencesyfencoding adenoviral E2A region gene

products.

17. The method according to claim lVwherein one of said DNA sequences

encoding the E2A region gene product is selected horn the group consisting of a DNA
1 5 sequence encoding the wild-type E2A region operably lWed to an inducible promoter and

a DNA sequence encoding a temperature sensitive 125 mutation.
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